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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Complex applications in domains such as decision support and real time systems 
require the processing of temporal data and the execution of programs as a re- 
sponse to events. For example, in decision support applications the validity of 
current decisions may be dependent upon data that was valid in the past. Con- 
sequently, these decisions should be re-evaluated whenever there are retroactive 
changes of data. A temporal active database [9] provides the required support 
for those applications by combining the functionality of both temporal databases 
[16] and active databases [3]. A temporal active database supports time stamped 
data, and contains a mechanism to activate operations in response to detected 
events. This combination of the temporal and the active capabilities enables the 
execution of direct updates, derived updates and retrieval operations that refer 
to past, present and future time points. 

In this paper we introduce TALE, a Temporal Active Language and Execu- 
tion model. TALE is an extension of the model presented in [9], [19], in which 
rules that affect past or future valid times were briefly discussed. The model 
consists of a high level language 3 that enable the use of events, conditions and 
actions relating to past, present and future time points. An execution model 
translates the definition language into a dependency graph, an executable data 
structure that directs the correct and efficient execution of transactions. 

The main contribution of this paper is the execution model that provides a 
wide range of temporal and active inter-relationships. The need for such a model 
was recognized during the 1993 ARPA/NSF Workshop on an infrastructure for 
temporal databases. However, only limited discussions of the temporal and active 
inter-relationships exist in both research areas. Several works (e.g. [3] and [14]) 
in the active database research area discuss the use of temporal events in active 
databases. Since these works do not utilize temporal data models, temporal con- 
ditions and temporal actions are disabled. Temporal models (e.g. [17], [22], [23] 
and [20]) discuss the propagation of the temporal effect on a reactive activation 
of programs, while TALE enables the use of reflective programming [7] as well. 
Temporal query languages (e.g. [21]) enable the manipulation of time attributes 
as part of the language, and the use of defaults in defining time bounded values. 
However, none of the existing temporal query languages offers the wide range of 
possible inter-relationships between a valid time of a deriving value and a valid 
time of a derived value that is supported in TALE. Dependency graphs are used 
in several active data models (e.g. [1] and [7]). In [1], the dependency graph is 
generated for analysis purposes only, using a given set of ECA rules. TALE and 
PARDES [7] use the dependency graph as an executable data structure, with a 
well defined translation mechanism from the user definition of operation clauses 
to the graph. Both [1] and [7] lack the capability of handling temporal conditions 
and temporal actions. 

As a concrete motivating case study, we present a simple example of a traffic 
law enforcement system, that imposes a fine as a penalty for speeding offenses. 

3 The support of the language for constraints was discussed in [13]. 
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If a fine is not paid within 30 days of the traffic violation, the fine is doubled. If 
a fine is not paid within 60 days of the traffic violation, a court order to summon 
the driver is requested. In addition to the fines, a demerit point system is used. A 
driver that  violates the speed limit in a residential area receives 2 demerit points 
tha t  are valid for a period of two years. A driver that  violates the speed limit in 
roads other than residential roads receives 3 demerit points that  are valid for a 
period of three years. A driver that  acquires 6 demerit points or more must pass 
a traffic school course; otherwise, the driver's driving license is revoked until the 
driver passes the course, at which point the driver gets a new driving license. 

Basic concepts of the underlying data  model are defined in Section 2. Section 
3 presents the language primitives, and the execution model of TALE is given in 
Section 4. Section 5 presents the properties of TALE, including the temporal  and 
active capabilities of the model. The EBNF definition of the language's grammar 
is presented in Appendix A. 

2 T h e  t e m p o r a l  d a t a b a s e  

The underlying temporal  data  model is a bi-temporal database [16] with a valid 
time ( t . )  which designates the time points at which the value is considered to be 
true in the modeled reality, and a transaction time (t~) which designates the time 
when a value becomes current in the database. In this paper, we focus on the 
manipulation and use of valid times, while assuming an automatic assignment of 
a transaction time to each new value. We use a generic data  model, in which an 
object is generically defined as an instance of a class or a tuple in a relation, and 
a property is defined as an at tr ibute in the object-oriented model and a column 
in the relational model. The term class is used to define either a class in the 
object-oriented model, or a relation in the relational model. 

Figure 1 presents a partial schema definition that  consists of the name and 
the properties of three classes: Driver, Traffic-Citation and Speed-Violations of 
the traffic law enforcement system. Driver includes seven properties that  are 
relevant to each driver. Traffic-Violations is a set property where each member 
of the set (called Violation) is a reference to an object in the Traffic-Citation 
class. Points is the number of demerit points associated with the driver, and 
Traffic-Course-Deadline is the deadline for participating in a traffic course before 
the driver's license is revoked. Driving-License? is a boolean property (with a 
domain of "true" and "false" va lues) tha t  represents the status of the driver's 
driving license, and Civil-Service-Employee ? is a boolean property that  identifies 
the driver as a civil service employee. It is worth noting that  although Figure 1 
consists of a compound property (Traffic-Violations), it can be easily translated 
into a relational data  model, as well as into an object-oriented data  model. 

Points, Traffic-Course-Deadline and Driving-License are derived properties. 
Derived properties, characterized using (derived) in Figure 1, are those properties 
whose value is derived from the values of other properties. The exact definition 
of their derivation formula is given in Section 3. 
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Properties 

Class 

Properties = 

Class ~- 

Properties -- 

Driver 
Driving-License-Number 
Name 
Tral~e-Violations: set of 

Violation (reference to Tral~c-Citation) 
Points (derived) 
Traffic-Course-Deadline (derived) 
Driving-License? (derived) 
Civil-Service-Employee ? 

Traffic-Citation 
Citation# 
Driving-License-Number 
Date 
Violation (reference to Speed-Violations) 
Violating-Speed 
Fine-Due (derived) 
Paid? 
Court-Order-Request (derived) 
Violation-Points (derived) 

Speed- Violations 
Violation- Code 
Road.type 
Speed-Limit 
Road-Points 
Maximal-Fine 

Fig. 1. Schema definition of the traffic law enforcement system 

Traffic-Citation contains nine properties that are relevant to a single traf- 
fic violation: Citation#--an identifier of the specific traffic violation, Driving- 
License-Number--the violating driver's driving license, Date--the date of the vi- 
olation, Violation-Code--a reference to an object in the Speed-Violations class, 
Violating-Speed--the violating speed, Fine-Due--the amount of the due fine, 
Paid?--a boolean property that record whether a fine is paid or not, Court- 
Order-Request--the date when a court order should be requested, and Violation- 
Poin ts - the  number of demerit points due for the violation. 

Speed-Violations stores the general details of violations in different types of 
roads. It consists of five properties: Violation-Code--the code of the violation 
type, Road-Type--the type of the road, Speed-Limit--the legitimate speed limit, 
Road-Points--the number of demerit points that a driver.obtains as a result of 
being caught violating the speed limit of the specified road, and Maximal-Fine-- 
the maximal possible fine limit. 

A variable is an instance of a property that is associated with a specific 
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Points= 
2, Dec 1 1994, [Dec 1 1994, Dec 1 1996) 
5, Nov 12 1995, [Nov 12 1995, Dec 1 1996) 
3, Nov 12 1995~ !Dec 1 1996, Nov 12 1998) 

Fig. 2. Values of John Doe's Points 

object. A variable in a temporal database consists of a set of values, such that  
each value has its own time stamp. For example, Figure 2 illustrates the changes 
to the variable Points of the driver John Doe. The variable Points of John Doe 
has overlapping values ("2" and "5") during [Nov 12 1995, Dec 1 1996), since 
during that  t ime interval the variable consists of demerit points tha t  relate to 
two different violations. A selection criterion that  chooses the value(s) tha t  is 
(are) valid in an interval for which a variable has overlapping values can be 
based on several preference relations. As a default, we assume that  a value valj 
is preferred to a value vali iff t~(valj) > t~(vali). 4 It is worth noting that  in this 
figure, and in the rest of the paper, a single day granularity is assumed, 

An event is an instantaneous occurrence that  can be detected by the database's 
event detector. It can be the result of a user-initiated signal operation (e.g. the 
conclusion of a trial), a sensor's output  (e.g. the date of requesting a court or- 
der as signaled by the system clock), or an update operation (e.g. a change 
in a Speed-Limit). A thorough discussion of events' classification and detection 
techniques can be found in [2] and [5]. 

A user update operation in a temporal  active database updates a single object 
in a given temporal  element. For example, an object can be inserted to the 
database or deleted from it. Object 's variables are modified as part  of an update  
operation using a modify operation, or as part  of an insert operation. 

3 TALE the language primitives 

An operation is an executable entity that is activated as a result of an event 
detection, either conditionally or unconditionally. The set of operations in a 
temporal active database are partitioned according to their level of interaction 
with the database variables. User update operations are operations that  update 
the database but do not retrieve it. Apply operations are operations that  possibly 
retrieve the database but do not update it. There are two types of operations 
that  can retrieve and update the database, namely the enforce operation and 
the derive operation. In this section we present the language primitives of TALE 

4 In the temporal model as presented in [10], the t~ is replaced with a decision time, 
a time type that captures the time of the real-world event(s) that lead to the trans- 
actions that affect the temporal database. 
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using examples. The EBNF definition of the language's grammar is given in 
Appendix A. 

TALE language primitives define operation clauses, a behavioral description 
of operations. Operation clauses are defined in a declarative fashion, with the 
possible use of auxiliary programs, when the execution logic of a desired opera- 
tion is too complex to be easily represented in a declarative form, or when the 
database uses existing programs (e.g. legacy systems).  

Temporal  relationships are specified through the use of participants,  a valid 
time bound properties of the form (property-name, tv). A property name followed 
by a tv defines the values that  are retrieved by the operation, or the bounded 
effect of the operation on the generation of new values. 

An operation clause is composed of four components: an expression tha t  
defines the execution logic of the operation, a when clause that  denotes a pre- 
condition for activation, a triggered-by clause that  consists of events tha t  trigger 
the operation, and a signals clause that  consists of events tha t  are signaled by 
the operation. If the triggered-by statement is omitted, an implicit triggering is 
assumed, such that  any change to a variable that  is part  of the operation clause 
activates the operation. For example, consider the following example: 

Driving-License?:= Renew-License(Driving-License-Number, Name) 
when not(Driving-License ?) 
triggered-by Pass- TraO~c- Course 

The expression consists of an auxiliary program Renew-L icense  tha t  up- 
dates an instance of the property Driving-License ?. The operation is triggered 
whenever the event Pass-Driv ing-Course  occurs, and is activated if the value of 
Driving-License? is false. If the triggered-by clause is omitted in this example, 
then any change of an instance of Driving-License-Number ,  N a m e  or Driving- 
License? triggers the operation. Hence, the following two examples carry the 
same semantics: 

(a) Driving-License?:= Renew-License(Driving-License-Number, Name) 
when not(Driving-License ?) 

(b) Driving-License?:= Renew-License(Driving-License-Number, Name) 
when not(Driving-License ?) 
triggered-by Driving-License-Number, Name, Driving-License? 

Several operation clauses can be joined to a single compound operation, using 
the form, as follows. 

expl when condl 
[triggered-by evil, �9 �9 �9 evil] 
[signals ev~l , . . . , evzj ] ; 
�9 , .  ; 

expl when eondl [ otherwise 
[triggered-by eva1, . . . ,  eva,~] 
[signals evax , . . . , eva~] 
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The operation clauses are assumed to have a total order priority according to 
their location in the compound operation. Thus, cond2 is interpreted as cond2 A 
-~condl. The otherwise element is interpreted as -~condi_l A -~candi_~ A . . .  A 
-~condl. The following sections consist of the description of the different types 
of operations, namely enforce, derive and apply. 

3.1  E n f o r c e  

An enforce operation evaluates the truth value of a boolean expression on the 
database state. The primitives that are used by the enforce operation consist of 
auxiliary programs, participants, constants, binary predicates (e.g. --, >) and 
logical connectors (e.g. A, V, ~). For example, the operation clause 
Fine-Due < 500 limits a fine to be less than $500. Although it is equivalent to 
the first order logic formula Vx E Traffic-Citation : Fine-Due(x) < 500, the 
former representation is much easier to write and comprehend [11]. 

A constraint violation results in invoking a stabilizer [8], an alternative op- 
eration activated in the wake of a constraint violation to restore the database's 
consistency. The trivial, and most conservative stabilizer is abort, according to 
which a transaction that violates the constraint falls. An alternative mechanism 
for the example given above is the repair transaction which changes the input 
transaction's value to be exactly $500. 

When the participants of an operation clause are not of the same class, a 
matching process, similar to a join operator in relational algebra, is used to 
identify the objects that are involved in the operation. In this paper we use an 
implicit matching, based on [6]. 

3.2 Derive 

A derive operation preserves a data dependency by deriving the values of vari- 
ables. For example, Fine-Due := 15 * (Violating-Speed - Speed-Limit) defines 
an operation that derives the fine that is due for a given violation. 

While an enforce operation clause (usually) defines merely a dependency that 
should be preserved, a derive operation also infers update operations required to 
restore the dependency. The right hand side of a derive operation clause contains 
a formula for maintaining the correct values of the elements in the left hand side. 
The derivation expression has the following general form. 

derivative := assignment [valid-in r] 

The derivation expression includes the valid-in argument which denotes the 
valid time of the derived values. As a unique property of TALE, it is possible to 
specify an explicitly defined valid time for a derived value that is not necessarily 
related to the valid times of the deriving values. If the valid time is not specified, 
then it is derived from the temporal characteristics of the deriving values, using 
default derivation rules. For example, consider the derive operation clause 
x := 5 * b, and suppose that x and b are properties of the same class. If the value 
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of a.b changes during [Sep 1 93, Sep 3 93), then the new value of a.x would be 
valid during [Sep 1 93, Sep 3 93) as well. However, in x := 5 * (b, t~ valid-in t+6, 
if c~.b changes during [Sep 1 93, Sep 3 93), then the new value of a.x would be 
valid during [Sep 7 93, Sep 9 93). In the latter example, t is an argument bound 
to the valid time of b. 

A special case of the derive operation is when the database is updated by an 
auxiliary program. In this case the derivative may not be unique and is written 
as a sequence (derivative1, Tl~,..., (derivat ives ,  r ~ .  

3.3 App ly  

An apply operation calls an auxiliary program that is applied by the database, 
but does not affect it. For example, an existing software for planning traffic 
school's class schedules uses the knowledge that exists in the traffic law enforce- 
ment system, yet it does not affect it. Hence, the following apply operation clause 
is available in the system. 

apply Plan-Schedule (Driving-License-Number, Name, Driving-Course-Deadline) 
triggered-by Tra~c-Course-Deadline 

The properties that the auxiliary program requires for its operation appear 
in the parenthesis. It is worth noting that operations that do not interact with 
the database can also be specified using the apply operation clause. Such an 
operation takes the following form. 

apply auxiliary-program triggered-by evl, ..., ev~ 

3.4 An example  

Figure 3 presents an exemplary set of operation clauses for the case study. 
(ol) computes the fine that is the result of a single traffic violation as a function 
of the violating speed and the valid time of the violation. According to (ol), the 
fine is 15 times the difference between the legal speed and the actual speed dur- 
ing the first month, and is doubled during the second month. The fine balance 
is reduced to 0 when the fine is paid. The approach taken in (Ol) updates the 
database proactively, as if the temporal event has already occurred. This ap- 
proach can assist in answering queries of the form: according to the knowledge 
that is available today, what would be the fine that is due in 80 days from today? 
This approach is especially helpful in decision support systems, where decisions 
that affect the future are based on assumptions that are known today. An al- 
ternative approach is to update the database only when the event has actually 
occurred, using an event Double-Fine that signals whenever now=t+31 for some 
instance. According to this approach, operation (ol) would be: 

(ol) Fine-Due := 15 * ((Violating-Speed, t I - Speed-Limit) valid-in It,t+31) 
30 * ((Violating-Speed, t) - Speed-Limi$) valid-in [t+31, t+61) 

triggered-by Double-Fine 
0 valid-in [now, c~) when Paid? 
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(ol) Fine-Due := 
15 * ((Violating-Speed, t) - Speed-Limit)valid-in It, t+31) 
30 * (( Violating-Speed, t) - Speed-Limit) valid-in [t+31, t4-61) 
0 valid-in [now, oo) when Paid? 

(02) Fine-Due <_ Maximal-Fine 
stabilizer= (Fine- Due: = Maximal- Fine ) 

(oz) Court-Order-Request := 
null when Paid? 
t,  (Violating-Speed)4-61 otherwise 

(04) Violation-Points := 
0 valid-in [now, oo) 

Road-Points 

Road-Points 

when Violation-Points 5 0  
triggered-by Pass-Traffic-Course 
valid-in It, t4-2years) 
when Road-type=residential 
valid-in It, t4-3years) 
otherwise 

(os) Points := sum(Violation-Points) 
(o6) Traffic-Course-Deadline := 

null when Points < 6 
t,  (Points)4-30 when not(Civil-Service-Employee?) 
t~ (Points) 4- 60 otherwise 

(o7) Driving-License? : =  
Renew-License(Driving-License-Number, Name) 

when not(Driving-License?) 
triggered-by Pass-Traffic-Course 

false valid-in [now, oo) 
when now=Traffic-Course-Deadline 
triggered-by Nullify-Driving-License, 

Traffic- Course-Deadline 
(os) Apply Plan-Schedule (Driver.Driving-License.Number, Name, 

Traffic- Course-Deadline) 
triggered-by Traffic-Course-Deadline 

Fig. 3. Operations of the traffic law enforcement system 

(02) limits the maximal fine to be paid. In case of a violation, the Fine-Due 
variable receives the maximal possible fine, using a repair transaction stabilizer. 
(o3) computes the date for a court order to be requested. This date is nullified 
if the payment of the fine was confirmed. The Violation-Points are computed in 
(04). If the driver passes a traffic school course, then all of the driver's previous 
points are erased. Otherwise, the number of the points and their validity is 
defined according to  the type of road on which the violation occurred. The 
driver's total  points are calculated in (05) as the sum of points of all violations. 
Due to the bounded temporal  effect of operations, the sum of points accumulates 
with respect to their validity, as presented in Figure 2. 
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(Os) computes the traffic course deadline. A driver that  gained 6 demerit  
points or more should participate in a traffic course, t8 represents "the start ing 
time point of a valid time." If a driver has less than 6 points, then the Driving- 
Course-Deadline receives a "null" value. If a driver has more then 6 points (total 
order priority assumption) and the driver is not a civil service employee, then 
the traffic school deadline is set to one month after the first t ime the driver has 
passed the 6 points limit. If a driver has more then 6 points and the driver is a 
civil service employee (total order priority assumption), then the traffic school 
deadline is set to two months after the first t ime the driver has passed the 6 
points limit. (o7) computes the validity of the driving license, using the auxiliary 
program Renew-License. (08) applies the Plan-Schedule program, triggered by 
changes to Traffic-Course-Deadline variables. 

4 F r o m  d e f i n i t i o n s  t o  e x e c u t a b l e  e n t i t i e s  

In this section we present the basic manipulation of operation clauses to generate 
executable entities (Section 4.1), and a temporal  dependency graph (Section 4.2), 
which monitors the execution process of a temporal  active database (Section 4.3). 

4.1 T h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  o f  o p e r a t i o n s  w i t h  d a t a b a s e  e l e m e n t s  

Operations are generated from a given set of operation clauses (O1)-(On). Com- 
pound operation clauses are decomposed to basic operation clauses, and the 
relationships among database elements are determined. We define the relation- 
ships of an operation o with database elements by using the following four sets. 

U P D A T E - S E T ( o ) :  a set of pairs (p, tv), where p is a property that  can be 
updated as a result of the activation of o and tv is a temporal  element 
during which p is updated. 

T R I G G E R - S E T ( o ) :  a set of pairs (p, t . ) ,  where p is a property, an operation, 
or an event that  can activate o, and t .  restricts the temporal  range in which 
o is triggered. For example, if p is a property, then a modification of p during 
t .  triggers o. 

R E Q U E S T - S E T ( o ) :  a set of pairs (p, t . ) ,  where p is a property that  can be 
retrieved as a result of the activation of o. By definition, ff p is in the request 
set of o, than p cannot trigger an operation; thus, TRIGGER-SET(o)  A 
REQUEST-SET(o)  = 0. 

S I G N A L - S E T ( o ) :  a set of events that  are signaled as a result of the activa- 
tion of o. For example, in a warehouse inventory system, the activation of an 
operation for supplying a product may result in signaling a Low-Inventory 
event. A central order system is signaled by this event and issue, as a result, 
an order for the product. Since events are the means of notifying the exter- 
nal world on occurrences within the application, we assume that  events are 
not further related with other operations. Therefore, there are no implicit 
relationships among operations due to signals clauses. 
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These sets are directly inferred from the linguistic constructs, and no addi- 
tional information is required. For example, x := (a, t,2) + (b, t,3) valid-in t , l  is 
a derive operation that infers the following relationships sets: 

- UPDATE-SET(o)={(x ,  t,1)}. 
- TRIGGER-SET(o):((a,  t~2), (b, t.3)}, due to the implicit triggering prop- 

erty. 
- REQUEST-SET(o):SIGNAL-SET(o)=O.  

These relationships are interpreted as follows. Assume that x, a and b are 
properties of the same class. If the value of a.a is modified in t.2, then the value 
of a.b in t.3 is retrieved, and the value of a.x in t.1 is derived and updated. 

According to the sets definitions, an operation clause with an explicit triggered- 
by clause imply that the REQUEST-SET consists of all the participants that 
do not trigger the operation. For example, in x :--: (a, t~2) + (b, t~a) valid-in t~1 
triggered- by a, TRIGGER-SET (0) = { (a, t.~) }, and REQUEST-SET (0) = { (b, t.3) } 
({(a, t~) ,  (b, t~3)}-TRIGGER-SET(o)). 

Table I presents the relationship sets of the operations of the case study. The 
SIGNAL-SET in this example equals O for each operation; thus, it is eliminated 
from Table 1. Each operation has a two-digit number, the first of which defines 
the original operation-clause. 

t 

Paid? is included in the TRIGGER-SET of operation (Oa2), although it does 
not appear explicitly in the second clause of operation (o3) (Figure 3). This is a 
result of the negation of the condition of the first operation. The same applies 

' ' (Violatwn-Points), and (062),(06s) (Points). The prop- for operations (042),(043) " ' ' " 

erties that participate in the matching process are added to the TRIGGER-SET 
of operations (0'11), (012), (021), (021), (0'42), (0'43), ,,and (0'~1). Operation (0'21) 
appears in the TRIGGER-SET of the stabilizer (021), since the stabilizer is 
(conditionally) activated by the operation. 

4.2 The  t empora l  d e p e n d e n c y  graph 

The control of a transaction at runtime is based on a temporal dependency 
graph, an executable data structure that monitors the activation of operations to 
achieve consistency in a minimal number of update operations and using max- 
imal parallelism [10]. The temporal dependency graph extends previous works 
in active databases [15], [7], [1] to include the temporal functionality. It consists 
of all the relationships among properties, events and operations in a database. 
The temporal dependency graph is generated from a given database structure, 
a given set of operation clauses, and a given set of events. The operation clauses 
are translated into operations, and the relationship sets are defined for each 
operation (Section 4.1). 

The temporal dependency graph TDG -- ( V, E) is a directed graph. The set of 
nodes V designate the application's elements, properties, events and operations. 
The set of edges E denote relationships through which the application elements 
interact. There are three types of edges, data edges, trigger edges, and request 
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Operation Update-Set 
number 

Trigger-Set Request-Set 

(o~1) {(Fine-Due, It, t+31))} 

(o~2) {(Fine-Due, [t-i-31, tq-61))} 

(oh) 

(o~i) 

(o~I) 
(o~2) 
(o~I) 
(042) 

(o~) 

(oh) 

{(Fine-Due, [now, co))} 
r 

{Fine-Due} 

{(Violating-Speed, t), 8 
Speed-Limlt, 
Speed-Violations.Violation-Code, 
Traffic-Citation.Violation*Code} 
{(Violating-Speed, t), 0 
Speed-Limit 
Speed-Violations.Violation-Code, 
Traffic-Citation.Violation-Code} 
{Paid?} r 
{Fine-Due, Maximal-Fine, $ 
Speed-Violations.Violation-Code, 
Tral~c- Cit ation,Viol ation- Code} 
(oh) 

{Court-Order-Request} {Paid?} 
{Court-Order-Request) { Violating-Speed, Paid?} 
{(Violation-Points, [now, oo))} {Pass-Traffic-Course} 
{(Violation-Points, [t, t+2year))} {Road-Points, 

Violation-Polnts, 
Speed-Violations.Violation-Code, 
Traffic-Citation.Violation-Code, 
Road-Type} 

{(Violation-Points, It, t+3year))} {Road-Points, 0 
Violation-Points, 
Speed-Violations .Violation-Code, 
Traffic-Cit ation.Violation-Code, 
Road-Type} 

{Points} {Violation-Points, r 
Driver.Driving-License-Number 
Traffic-Cit ation.Driving-License-N umber} 

(o~1 ! {Tr affic-Course-Deadline } {Points} 
(os2 ~ {2~r atilt-Course- Deadline } {Points, 

Civil-Servlce-Employee? } 
(o~3) {Traffic-Course-Deadline} {Points, 

Civil-Service-Employee?} 
(o~1) {Driving-License?) { Pass-Traffic-Course) 

(o~2) {Nullify-Driving-License, {Traffc-Course-Deadline} 
Traffic-Course-Deadline} 

(o~1) r {Traffic-Course-Deadline} 

{Maximal-Fine, 
Speed-Violations~Vio|ation-Code, 
Traffic-Cit ation.Violation-Code) 
$ 
$ 
{Violatlon-Points} 
$ 

$ 
r 

r 

{Drlving-License?, Name, 
Driving-License-Number} 
{Driving-License?} 

{Driver.Driving-License-Number, 
Name} 

T a b l e  1.  The  relationship sets of  the  case s tudy  

edges. Data edges connect properties in the relationship sets with operations, and 
enable the transfer of data values from variables to operations, and vice versa. A 
valid time temporal element can be associated with a data edge, to designate the 
edge's temporal range of effect. A temporal element T that is associated with a 
data edge (p, o) restricts the retrieval of any variable a.p to v. A temporal element 
r that is associated with a data edge (o, p) restricts the update of any variable 
a.p to r. This association enables reasoning about the temporal relationships in 
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the database, which cannot be done in other dependency graph based models. 
However, the temporal dependency graph can be reduced to a dependency graph 
in the non temporal case by omitting the time restrictions of data edges. 

Trigger edges connect events with operations and constraints with their as- 
sociated stabilizers. A trigger edge between two operations oi and oj, that do 
not origin from the same operation is generated if exists a property that is in 
the UPDATE-SET(oi) and in the TRIGGER-SET(oj), with a possible temporal 
overlapping. For example, Points is in the update set of operations (o51), and in 
the trigger set of operation (o61), (o62), and (063) (Table 1). A trigger edge is 
generated between operation (o51), and each of the operations (o61), (o62) and 
(o63), since there are no temporal limitations associated with these edges. In sim- 
ilar, a request edge between two operations oi and oj that do not origin from the  
same operation is generated if exists a property that is in the UPDATE-SET(oi) 
and in the REQUEST-SET(oj), with a possible temporal overlapping. 

Fig. 4. A partial temporal dependency graph of the traffic law enforcement system 

Figure 4 presents a partial example of the temporal dependency graph, with 
operation clauses (o4)-(o8) of Figure 3. Temporal elements are associated with 
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data edges and represent the effect of operations in a given temporal element. 
Trigger edges between operations represent the triggering of an operation as a 
result of the activation of one of its predecessors, request edges are designated 
by dotted edges. Operations o01-o07 are user update operations, designating the 
update of a single variable. For example, o03 updates the Road-Points variable. 

The time complexity of generating the temporal dependency graph is com- 
puted in [10]. Its worse case is bounded by O(IVI3), the time complexity of 
generating the trigger and request edges that are not explicitly given by the re- 
lationships sets. The number of nodes and edges reflects the number of schema- 
elements and the relationships among them, and not the number of objects 
represented in the database. Thus, the space complexity of the graph, which is 
bounded by O(IV I + IEI) is much smaller than the size of the data stored in the 
database. It is worth noting that the generation of the graph is a pre-processing 
phase, carried out only whenever there is a change in the database structure, 
either changes to static schema definitions or changes in operation clauses. 

4.3 The execut ion process 

The execution process uses the temporal dependency graph as an executable 
data structure that monitors the activation of operations. The execution process 
consists of three main modules, namely initialization, triggering, and activation, 
as follows. 

Ini t ial izat ion:  Each transaction contains a sequence of signal events and op- 
erations that are initiated by the user. Each update operation is decom- 
posed into primitive operations u l , . . . ,  u~, where each primitive operation 
is designated to update a single variable or object. A transaction subgraph 
is constructed, consisting of all the operations that should be activated as 
a result of the activation of the primitive operations. An operation o is ac- 
tivated as a result of an update operation ui if[ there exists a path in the 
temporal dependency graph from u~ to o. For example, Figure 5 is a trans- 
action subgraph of a transaction that was initiated as a result of signaling a 
Pass- Traffic- Course event. 

Triggering: An operation is triggered once its predecessors in the transaction 
subgraph have terminated. A triggered operation consults the transaction 
subgraph to assess its status. If there are no more incoming edges to be 
triggered, then the operation is activated; otherwise, the operation waits. 

Activat ion:  The activation of an operation entails the retrieval of values, the 
call for auxiliary programs, and the calculation of formulae to decide upon 
new values to be inserted to the database. Upon completion of these phases, 
the database is updated, and any outgoing edges are triggered. 

For example, On January 29, 1995, a traffic school course has concluded, and 
a transaction is issued, updating the database, to confirm that ten drivers has 
passed. This is done by signaling a Pass-Trafc-Course event. The transaction 
is as follows. 
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z ~ - - - - ~  o. 

Fig. 5. A transaction subgraph 

Begin transaction 
Signal Pass-Traffic-Course for 
Driver.Driving-License-Number--12345678, 
. . . ~  

Driver.Driving-License-Number--34467978 , 
End transaction 

The transaction is transformed into primitive operations. Figure 5 represents 
t 

a transaction subgraph of the given transaction. For each driver, (o41) retrieves 
the valid value of Violation-Points of each traffic violation the driver committed. 
If it is not 0, then a new value of the Violation-Points, with the value 0 and 

t t 

validity [Jan 29 1995, co) is generated. The edge <(o41), (o51)) is triggered, and 
for each driver, (o'51) derives Points to be 0 in the interval [Jan 29 1995, co). 
The edges ((o'51), (O~1)> , (/O'51), (062)> ] ((O'51/, (0'63)> are then triggered. Of the 
three operations, (061), (062), and (063), (061) is the only one that generates 

0 I 

new values, since the precondition of processing (o62) and (o63), requiring the 
I 

number of demerit points to be more than 6, isnot valid. For each driver, (o61) 
derives Traffic-Course-Deadline to be "null" in the interval [Jan 29 1995, co). 

I n e I t 

The edges ((o61), (o72)) and <(o61), (o81)) are then triggered. (o71) renews the 
driving-license of each of the drivers whose driving-license was revoked. As a 
result, a new value of the Driving-License? property, with the value "True" and 
a validity of [Jan 29 1995, co), is generated for each driver. (o'72) does not result 

t 

in any new value, since Traffic-Course-Deadline is nullified for each driver. (Osl) 
is triggered with the names of the drivers and a nullified driving course deadline. 
At this point, there are no outgoing edges to trigger, and the transaction is 
terminated. 
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The execution process preserves the database consistency [10]. Therefore, 
applying a transaction on a database A that  all of its operation clauses are 
satisfied, results in a database A' in which all operation clauses are satisfied 
as well. In addition, to handle the problem of long transactions [4], the update 
process minimizes the time required for processing a transaction , due to the use 
of a temporal dependency graph [10]. 

5 The  proper t ies  of TALE 

This section discusses three of TALE properties, namely active properties (Sec- 
tion 5.1), temporal properties (Section 5.2) and linguistic properties (Section 
5.3). 

5.1 Ac t ive  capabi l i t ies  of  T A L E  

TALE is aimed at defining operations that  contain valid times. However, TALE 
is also a rule language for active databases. As such, every ECA statement 5 has 
an equivalent operation clause in TALE. Consider the following ECA rule: 

Event e v  

Condition cond 
Action prog 

An equivalent operation clause in TALE is written as follows: 

- If prog is an updating program that  updates the elements {ell ,  . . . ,  e/n}: 
{ell ,  . . . ,  el,~ } := pro9 triggered-by ev when cond. 

- If prog is not an updating program: 
apply pro 9 trig9ered-by ev when cond. 

While TALE subsumes ECA rules, the uniqueness of the model over other 
active database languages, is the combination of the capability of representing 
time dependent operations (Section 5.2), and reflective capabilities (Section 5.3) 
besides the standard reactive capabilities of active databases. Some other issues 
that  are not discussed in this paper relate to composite events and coupling 
modes. The issue of composite events is an issue orthogonal to the temporal 
capabilities as discussed in this paper. Therefore, any model of composite events 
definition and manipulation (e.g. [3]) can be adopted by TALE. The default 
coupling mode used in TALE falls into the deferred category. An extension to 
support other coupling modes is not discussed in this paper. Conflict resolution 
among different operations are resolved by syntactic restriction as well as by 
imposing a totally ordered priority. 

5 The term ECA statement refers to a simple ECA rule [3]. 
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5.2 Temporal capabilities of  TALE 

TALE enables three temporal effect types on operations. 

Der ived  valid-time temporal projection: An activation of an operation re- 
suits in the generation of values with bounded temporal validity. For exam- 
ple, consider the operation clause x : -  y + 3, and assume that x and y are 
properties of the same class. On January 1994, a.y is modified to be 7, valid 
in [Jan 1 1994, Jan 8 1994). As a result, a.x is modified to be 10, valid in 
[Jan 1 1994, Jan 8 1994). The valid time is derived as an intersection of the 
valid times of the participants' instances. 

Temporal conditions: An operation consists of a condition expression that 
can take temporal variables as arguments. For example: 

x:= y+3 when (z, It, - 365, t,)) >100 
2 * y~-8 otherwise 

t ,  -- [t~, re), is the valid time of the derived value. The condition is a function 
of the start time (ts) and end time (re) of that interval. Assume that x, y 
and z are properties of the same class. On January 1 1994, c~.y is modified 
to be 7, valid during [Jan 1 1994, Jan 8 1994). a.x is modified to be 10, valid 
during [Jan 1 1994, Jan 8 1994), only if the value of a . z  was more than 100 
throughout the interval [Jan 1 1993, Jan 8 1994). Otherwise, ~.x is modified 
to be 22, valid during [Jan 1 1994, Jan 8 1994). These conditions are depicted 
in the temporal dependency graph as temporal elements associated with a 
triggering edge. 

Explicit valid-time temporal projection: An operation can result in the 
generation of values with bounded temporal validity that is a function of 
the temporal validity of other values. For example, the operation clause 
x := y + 3 v a l i d - i n  [t,, t~ + 4) defines an explicit valid time for the derivative. 
On January 1 1994, a . y  is modified to be 7, valid in [Jan 1 1994, Jan 8 
1994). As a result, c~.x is modified to be 10, valid in [Jan 1 1994, Jan 12 
1994). Explicit valid-time temporal projection is depicted in the temporal 
dependency graph as a temporal element associated with an update edge. 

TALE presents new temporal capabilities. To emphasize these capabilities, 
other common temporal aspects are kept to the minimum. For example, a natural 
extension of this language, not discussed in this paper, is the support of temporal 
operators. Ongoing work focuses on an extensive temporal support in the TALE 
framework. 

5.3 Reflective programming capabilities 

TALE employs both the reactive programming style of active databases, and 
a higher level approach of reflective programming, according to which implicit 
properties of operations define their relationships with the database. As dis- 
cussed in the previous section, the activation of an operation o depends on the 
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contents of the TRIGGER-SET(o). The contents of this set can be inferred by 
the operation definition and does not require an explicit definition. For example, 
consider a derive operation o that uses the operation clause x :-- a + b. The 
implicit contents of TRIGGER-SET(o) is {a, b}. Thus, any modification to an 
instance of either a or b activates o. By definition, when the TRIGGER-SET(o) 
is inferred, it contains all the participants, thus REQUEST-SET(o)=0. 

The TRIGGER-SET(o) and the REQUEST-SET(o) sets are inferred, unless 
the TRIGGER-SET(o) is defined explicitly. For example, the operation clause 
x := a + b triggered-by a, (which means the event "a is updated"), defines an 
explicit TRIGGER-SET(o). In these cases, the REQUEST-SET(o) is defined as 
the set of all participants that are not included in the TRIGGER-SET(o). 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

In this paper we have presented TALE, a Temporal Active Language and Exe- 
cution model, that encapsulates a wide range of inter-relationships of temporal 
and active capabilities. TALE language primitives define operation clauses, a 
behavioral description of executable entities called operations. TALE handles 
operations that define the relationships among values and time-stamps of vari- 
ables in a database, in addition to other types of operations. Operation clauses 
are defined in a declarative fashion, with the possible use of auxiliary programs. 
Temporal relationships in operation clauses are given through the use of par- 
ticipants, a valid time bound properties of the form (property-name, tv). Each 
value in the temporal active database has a bounded temporal validity, that is 
either given explicitly by the user or derived through the use of operation clauses. 
TALE extends active databases (that traditionally support temporal events), to 
support also temporal conditions and temporal actions. Consequently, TALE 
provides an easy-to-use built-in temporal capabilities in an active database en- 
vironment. In the degenerate case, when TALE works on a non-temporal active 
database, TALE would be able to represent ECA rules, as demonstrated in the 
previous section. 

The use of TALE in complex applications facilitates the programming and 
debugging tasks, and assists in creating a reliable environment for applications 
that use retroactive and proactive updates. A prototype of a system that is 
based on TALE is currently under development on the basis of MS-Access 2.0 
for Windows, in the Windows 3.11 environment. A temporal database model 
is mapped to the MS-Access environment using an extension to the Temporal 
Normal Form (TNF) [18], in which a relation consist of all the variables that 
share the same time stamp. An ongoing work focuses on the parallel execution 
model of the update process of a temporal active database, and the use of parallel 
execution to support schema versioning [12]. An additional work focuses on an 
extensive temporal support in the TALE framework. 
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A A p p e n d i x :  T h e  E B N F  fo rm of  t h e  L a n g u a g e ' s  
G r a m m a r  

The EBNF form of the Language's Grammar is as follows. 

Operation-Clause 

Derivation-Operation 

Derivation-Formula 

Set-Derivation-Formula 

Enforce-Operation 

Apply-Operation 

Derivation-Clause 
Set-Derivation-Clause 
Enforce-Clause 
Apply-Clause 
Prerequisite 
Derivation-Expression 

Set-Derivation-Expression 

Enforce-Expression 
Apply-Expression 
Derive-Exp-Prefix 
Exp-Prefix 
Routine-call-Exp 
Numeric-Exp 

Derived-Variable 
Set-Derived-Variable 
Data-Element 

Sequence-Oper 
Seq-Spec 

::= derive Derivation-Operation 
I enforce Enforce-Operation 

stabilizer= Derivation-Operation 
I apply Apply-Operation 
::= Derived-Variable :-- Derivation-Formula 
I Set-Derived-Variable := Set-Derivation-Formula 
::= Derivation-Expression 
I Derivation-Clause {; Derivation-Clause }* 

[; Derivation-Expression otherwise] 
::= Set-Derivation-Expression 
I Set-Derivation-Clause { Set-Derivation-Clause }* 

[Set-Derivation-Expression otherwise] 
::---- Enforce-Expression 
[ Enforce-Clause { Enforce-Clause }* 

[Enforce-Expression otherwise] 
::---- Apply-Expression 
I Apply-Clause { Apply-Clause }* 

[Apply-Expression otherwise] 
::--Derivation-Expression when Prerequisite 
::-- Set-Derivation-Expression when Prerequisite 
::-- Enforce-Expression when Prerequisite 
::-- Apply-Expression when Prerequisite 
::-- Cond-Spec 
::-- Numeric-Exp Derive-Exp-Prefix 
[ Routine-Call-Exp Derive-Exp-Prefix 
[ Cond-Spec Derive-Exp-Prefix 
::---- Numeric-Exp Exp-prefix 
[ Routine-Call-Exp Exp-prefix 
[ Cond-Spec Exp-prefix 
::= Cond-Spec Exp-Prefix 
::---- Routine-call-Exp Exp-Prefix 
::= Exp-Prefix [valid-in Temporal-Element] 
::----[triggered-by Event-list] [signals Event-list] 
::-- Routine-Name ( {Param}* ) 
::-- Data-Element 
[ Numeric-Exp Numeric-Oper Numeric-Exp 
[ ( Numeric-Exp ) 
::---- Property 
::= {participant}* 
::= Property 
[ Participant 
[ Sequence-Oper 
[ Constant 
::---- Seq-Func( Seq-Spec ) 
::-- Seq-Def 
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Mod-Seq 
Cond-Spec 

Cond-Unit 

Participant 
Property 
Routine-Name 
Seq-Def 
Binary-Pred 

Seq-Func 

Numeric-Oper 

Sign 
Connective 

Constant 

Param 
Event-list 
Event 
Temporal-Element 

Time-Interval 
Identifier 
Time-Point 

I Mod-Seq 
::= Seq-Def Numeric-Oper Numeric-Exp 
::= [Sign] Cond-Unit 

{ Connective [Sign] Cond-Unit }* 
::= Data-Element Binary-Pred Numeric-Exp 
] Seq-Spec 
::= Data-Element Temporal-Element 
::= Identifier 
::= Identifier 
::= Identifier 

I < 
I > 
i _< 
I _> 

: : ~  s u m  

I m~n 

I last 
I count  
: : ~  -~L 

I - 
I * 
f / 
I ** 

: : =  ]k 

I v 
::----{x l x is a number } 
I {x I x is a string } 

noad / 

::= Identifier 
::= Event (, Event}* 
: : --Property I Identifier 
::= Time-Point 
I Time-Interval 
I { TemporM-Elements }* 
::= [ Time-Point,  Time-Point ) 
::= LABEL 
::= {t I t is a t ime-stamp } 


